The Muckleshoot
Traditional Food Map
The Muckleshoot Food Sovereignty Project was launched at the beginning of 2011. This is a two-year program, funded through the United States
Department of Agriculture, and the Institute for Agriculture and Food Policy.
It is coordinated by Valerie Segrest with the support of the Northwest Indian
College’s Traditional Plants Program. The Muckleshoot Food Sovereignty
project aims to build a culturally appropriate system of health through revitalizing and increasing access to the traditional foods of the Muckleshoot
people.
This project began with an assessment of our current community food
resources. Rather than listing out these sources in some linear format, a different approach was taken that translated data found from the assessment in
to an image that speaks for itself. The image was created with the guidance
of many voices and took form in a very unique perspective of cartography.
The Muckleshoot Traditional Food Map is truly a community-based art project
that beautifully illustrates the way the Muckleshoot people view their world.
This artwork began in the winter months, rooted from visions of community
cooks, hunters, harvesters, fishermen, artists and storytellers.
From the very first version, strategies were created that focused on what
we can do today, as a community. For example, we observed the need for
gardens that can serve as educational spaces as well as sources of fresh foods.
In April 2011, a native berry garden was installed with the help of many
hands at the Muckleshoot Tribal College. Simultaneously, the Muckleshoot
Tribal School planted a fruit orchard with the assistance of tribal school students and teachers.
As the seasons have changed, the map has grown from many versions
and began to sprout its own purpose, structure and goals. It has blossomed in
to an image that reminds us of what our past relatives fought so hard to protect. It is a tribute to what our leaders and community members work so hard
to maintain. It is also a functional tool that can help the Muckleshoot community better navigate our traditional food resources. Ultimately the map
can support those of us who are looking to recover our relationship with
traditional foods and recreate a system that supports cultural continuity.
Would you like to know more and find out how you can become more
involved in this project? Contributions of any knowledge, skills or thoughts
around strengthening our food system are highly encouraged and warmly
welcomed. This project is not about one single voice, it is a vision for the
people and the success of this work highly depends on feedback, ideas and
support from the community. In this way we can all be a part of creating a
healthier and more secure food system that will grow stronger as we prepare
for those to come in the future.
Valerie Segrest, is a graduate of the Northwest Indian College and received
a Bachelor of Science in Nutrition from Bastyr University in 2009. She now
teaches classes on traditional foods and medicines for the Northwest Indian
College’s Cooperative Extension Department. In 2009 she co-authored the
book Feeding the People, Feeding the Spirit: Revitalizing Northwest Coastal
Indian Food Culture.
Contact Information – Phone: (253)876-2832 – Email: vsegrest@gmail.com
Artist Statement:
It has been an honor to work on this important map project for the Muckleshoot Food Sovereignty Project. As a member of the Lower Elwha S’Klallam
Tribe, I understand the issues involved in a Native people asserting their right
to have access to their traditional foods and placing those foods back into
their daily diet. For too long we have been told our traditional foods should
be replaced with the foods of the Europeans and Americans; that somehow
our own foods were lacking.
What attracted me to the project was the belief that people should be able
to create their own “map” of their lands that reflects their connections to the
area, not just the longitudes and latitudes and square acreage that western
culture uses to chart their property. The map we created shows a cultural and
resource-based definition of the land, one more closely tied to the
Muckleshoot’s ancestor’s way of defining their territory.
I wanted to create an image of the land based on the above factors as well
as include artifacts that were created to be used as Muckleshoot people went
out into their world to gather and hunt and fish. In doing so we are reminded
of the intelligence and skill of our ancestors as they designed ways to live in
their world. Around the map are images of fishing spears, berry picking combs,
and canoe paddles. There are also designs that portray the abundance of foods
available to our ancestors and to us. You can see a plant design, a shellfish
design, and a salmon design.
I hope other tribes will see this unique map produced by the Muckleshoot
Tribe and recognize the benefits of seeing their lands as their ancestors saw it
and create their own maps. By doing so, they will take another step towards
collectively creating their own definitions and stories.
Roger Fernandes, rbfernandes@juno.com
Community Mapping Specialist Statement:
My role on the Muckleshoot Traditional Foods Map, as map designer
and advisor on the community engagement aspect of the project, has been an
honor from the very start. When Valerie Segrest called to talk about the possibility of creating a map of access to traditional foods in her home community, she touched several chords in my heart, among them a passion for beautiful and effective graphics, teamwork on a project that will touch many people,
and a deep belief in the power of good food to effect bodily and cultural
healing and wholeness.
My work on the mapmaking team, with Valerie and with Roger Fernandes,
is an outgrowth of my longtime work as a graphic artist and visual communicator, but also of my own deep roots in my home community of Vashon Island, and as a place-based environmental activist, working to maintain and
sustain the land that gives so generously to us when we care for it with love
and diligence. I have seen that any opportunity to reconnect humans with
their traditional foods has benefits that transcend the physical to reach the
spiritual and cultural roots that connect us all to one another and to the land
that sustains us. Food is truly the physical manifestation of our spiritual sustenance.
The opportunity to co-create this map with Valerie, Roger, and an invaluable team of community advisors, has truly been a gift from the Muckleshoot
tribe. It has raised my spirit and my faith in the power of your community, in
partnership with our team, to envision the future of your relationship to your
traditional foods. I treat this map not as a job, but as a gift to be offered back
to you, with reverence and respect for the future that you will create.
Annie Brulé, Community Mapping Specialist
www.bruleillustration.com
annie@bruleillustration.com
206.335.1664
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